ABSTRACT. In recent papers, S. Kaplan and D. Ellis have used singular integral operator theory, multilinear interpolation and forms of the classical "energy inequality" to obtain results for linear parabolic operators. For higher order linear parabolic operators the local estimates were globalized by a Garding type partition of unity. In the present paper it is shown how the theory of pseudo-differential operators can be used to study linear parabolic operators without recourse to multilinear interpolation. We also prove that the Gârding type partition of unity is square summable in the Sobolev type spaces H and K ' .
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We also prove that the Gârding type partition of unity is square summable in the Sobolev type spaces H and K ' . orders on R" (our notation is the same as that used in [l] ). In addition, we assumed i that if sumed that P was uniformly 2k-parabolic on Rn , i.e., there exists 8 > 0 such P0ix, t,Ç,z)= Z aaJix,l)r^=0 |a|+2fe; = 2*7i»
for (x, t) £ R"+l and f £ 2 = !£ £ R" : |£| = l!, then Im z > 8. We assumed that 5 , a module of parabolicity for P, was fixed throughout.
By means of a change of variables we associated with P an evolution operator R = d/dt -HÍt)A -fit), where Hit) on /(/) were matrices of singular integral operators. We also saw that the eigenvalues of hit), the symbol of Hit),
were uniformly contained in a fixed compact subset of the open left-half complex plane. For such matrices as hit) we proved an important algebraic inequality (see
Theorem 1 of [l]
). Using this algebraic inequality and a Garding type partition of unity on Rn* (denoted by (£.) ~) we extended a form of the classical "energy inequality" for constant coefficient parabolic operators to an energy inequality for 356 DAVID ELLIS our variable coefficient operator R.
As in [3] we employed the Hilbert spaces Kr,s, r, s real, and their quotient spaces Hr,s(fl), 0 an open "slab" in R"+ , since they are naturally tailored for parabolic operators. We also employed the maps M a, p, a real, which are the natural isometric isomorphisms of KTfS onto ¡V'p,s~cr. In extending our "energy inequality" for R to the Kr,,s(fi) spaces we employed a proposition of S. Kaplan (Proposition 5 of [3] 
(ii) is onto for all r > (2?72 -l)k where r is 720Í an odd multiple of k (which would seem to be a particularly unnatural restriction).
In this paper we will (i) develop a smoother calculus for the partition of unity 
The energy inequality.
Definitions, (i) For any real number 772, we denote by S1" pRn), 0<8<p<l, the set of all functions p £ C^ÍR" x R") which satisfy with constants Ca a Id^pix, 0\ <Cai0XiOm-pW**W on R"xR« for all a, ß; here A(£) = |l + |f |211/2. S^jÍR") is a Fréchet space with the seminorms llllpllt^-sup^ \aaxd §pix,e;)\Xie:)M-"'-S\a\. Set S» -¿*0(R*).
(ii) For p e S™8(R") we define the operator P = p(x, D) by
where "u is the Fourier transform of u £ §(/<"); we say p is the symbol of the pseudo-differential operator P. If u £ biR") then Pu £ SO?"), and for any real s there exists C = Cs such that \\P4s<C\\4s+m for all aeS(R").
In reducing P to first order in t we express P as P = PQ + Pj where the principal part of P is At each point (x0, <0; çQ) £ Rn x 2 we have an energy inequality for Rihix0, t0, f ")) = R + ÍHÍt) -hix0, tQ, f 0))A2* when applied to functions whose supports are concentrated near (xQ, tQ) (here A is given by (2.1)). Thus, in order to obtain an energy inequality for R, it would seem natural to employ a partition of unity on R" and obtain an estimate on the norm of the "error" operator Hit) -Mxn, /"» £0). For part of this estimate we em- hix.t; 0-h"ix,t.; «f ) (2.5) ' ' °= ihix, t; O-h"ix, t; £")) + ih'ix, t; £") -¿>"(x., t.; «*")).
When multiplied by £. the second difference on the right side of (2.5) will be bounded in absolute value by r¡/2. Since (ef/A(cf )) -(£/|<f |) -» 0 as |cf | -» », estimating the first difference on the right side of (2.5) reduces to estimating the difference h\x, t; £)-b\x, t; «*,) for large |f | and «f/|«f| near «fn.
Given the number r¡ > 0 above, there exists <5 > 0 satisfying \\h\x,t; 0-h\x,t; «f0)||<i>/2 for all (x,t) £ Rn+1 whenever |f -cf "| < 8. Proof. See §4.
Corollary. // 2. \Q2 = 1 on R", then ^Kfll is equivalent to ||a||2, u£Hs.
Proof. Remarks on the extension of the energy inequality to distributions. We refer the reader to [3] for the various properties of the Kr,s and Hr,i(Q) spaces. Corollary. // 2. |£.|2 = 1 072 Rn+1, then 2. K^l,s is equivalent to \\u\\2 >tf.
Proof. See the proof of the Corollary to Proposition 1.
In the proof of the generalized "energy inequality for distributions" Cn.r.sNC^, s)H"llr,S ÍOtU£kRn+1).
As a result, ¡2<Cnr sCril, s)\\u\\2 s lot u £ S(Rn+1) and we are done.
(vi) Now let r £ (-2&, 0), in which case p = 0, and let s be any real number.
Again by Proposition 2 we can write u = u0 + 2|a|_2t D ua + D(Uy where the elements uQ, ua, Uy, |a| = 2k, ate chosen in Hr+ k,s in such a way that ||a||r is equivalent to ||a0U2+2iM + 2|a|=2fe ||"a||2+2(fe>s + IKI|2+2*,s-As before we express 2. C-u in the form of (4.3). Since r + 2k = 2^(1 -0) £ (0, k) we can apply where (zj + l)' = maxlO, o +-l\ and a"= minlO, o\. We observe that
